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RESPONSE TO DECEMBER 13, 2002 OFFICE ACTION

United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O./ Box 2327

Arlington, Virginia 22202

D^r Sir:

The following remarks are responsive to the December 13, 2002 Office Action. Claims

1-10 remain presented for further consideration. AppHcant respectfully requests the Examiner to

reconsider the claims in view ofthe following remarks.

Response to Rejection of Claims 1-10 Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

In the December 13, 2002 Office Action, the Examiner rejects Claims 1-10 under 35

U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent Publication No. 2002/0072965 Al of

Merriman et al. ("Merriman") in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,393,407 issued to Middleton, m et al.

("Middleton"). The Examiner states that Merriman teaches all the limitations of Claims 1-5

except for *Svherein the personal computers are configured to periodically receive and store

advertising content and display the advertising content while or before bootloading a user

selected application environment." The Examiner also states that Merriman teaches all the

limitations of Claims 6-10 except for "wherein the advertising data is formatted for storage and

display in the network of personal computers while or before the network of personal computers
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bootload a selected application environment." The Examiner further states that the limitations

not found in Merriman are taught by Middleton and that it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to modify Merriman by including the Umitations from Middleton. As

discussed in detail below, Applicant respectfully submits that Claims 1-10 include limitations

that are not taught, disclosed, or suggested by either Merriman or Middleton, so Claims 1-10 are

patentable over Merriman in view of Middleton.

Applicant respectfully submits that Middleton does not teach, disclose, or suggest the

limitations of Claims 1-5 that are not taught, disclosed, or suggested by Merriman. In particular,

Middleton does not teach, disclose, or suggest a method of operating a content delivery system

by "collecting identification data from a network of personal computers, wherein the personal

computers are configured to periodically receive and store advertising content and displav the

advertising content while or before bootloading a user selected application environment" as

defined by Claim 1 (emphasis added). Similarly, Applicant respectfully submits that Middleton

does not teach, disclose, or suggest the limitations of Claims 6-10 that are not taught, disclosed,

or suggested by Merriman. In particular, Middleton does not teach, disclose, or suggest a content

delivery system that comprises "an advertisement database comprising advertising data, wherein

the advertising data is formatted for storage and displav in the network of personal computers

while or before the network of personal computers bootload a selected application environment
"

as defined by Claim 6 (emphasis added).

Middleton discloses a method and system for tracking consumer responses to advertising

impressions on a Web page. As disclosed by Middleton at colunm 2, line 58 - colunm 3, line 2

(emphasis added):

The invention therefore permits the tracking of user interactions with a Web page

advertisement before subsequent actions, such as loading the advertiser's home

Web page, occur. For example, the applet mav intercept multiple interactions

such as mouse clicks on objects to further qualify a user before loading a specific

one of the advertiser's own home Web pages .

As a result, the advertiser mav obtain information about what interests the

user without the user having to leave the originallv displaved Web page or
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performing other tasks which are perceived as being cumbersome and/or

distracting from what the user was originally doing.

As described by this passage cited by the Examiner, Middleton discloses a system and method in

which information regarding a user's interactions with a webpage are sent to an advertiser in a

manner transparent to the user prior to the user accessing the advertiser's webpage. The method

and system described by Middleton does not teach receiving and storing advertising content and

display the advertising content while or before bootloading a user selected application

environment.

Merriman and Middleton each requires an active browser in the user workstation, which

is only possible after bootloading the application environment. Conversely, in the present

application, the method of Claim 1 and the system of Claim 6 each requires that the advertising

be displayed while or before the bootloading takes place. Thus, the method of Claim 1 and the

system of Claim 6 each beneficially engages the user during an otherwise xmproductive period

and eliminates the requirement for an active browser.

In view of the foregoing remarks, Apphcant respectfully submits that Middleton does not

teach, disclose, or suggest the limitations of either Claim 1 or Claim 6 that are not taught,

disclosed, or suggested by Merriman. Therefore, independent Claims 1 and 6 are non-obvious

over Merriman in view of Middleton.

Claims 2-5 depend from Claim 1, so Claims 2-5 each includes all the limitations of Claim

1, which are not taught, disclosed, or suggested by Merriman in view of Middleton.

Furthermore, each of Claims 2-5 further recites limitations of particular utility in addition to the

limitations of Claim 1. Claims 7-10 depend from Claim 6, so Claims 7-10 each includes all the

limitations of Claim 6, which are not taught, disclosed, or suggested by Merriman in view of

Middleton. In view of the arguments presented above with respect to Claim 1 and Claim 6,

Applicant respectfully submits that Claims 2-5 and 7-10 are patentably distinguished over

Merriman in view of Middleton.
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For the foregoing reasons, Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to withdraw the

rejection of Claims 1-10 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a). Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner

to allow Claims 1-10 and to pass this application to the issue process.

In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, Applicant respectfully submits that

Claims 1-10 are in condition for allowance, and Applicant respectfully requests allowance of

Claims 1-10.

Summary

Respectfully submitted,

By:

Bruce S, Itchkawitz

Registration No. 47,677
(

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OU
Attomey of Record

2040 Main Street

Fourteenth Floor

Irvine, CaUfomia 92614

949-760-0404
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